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ABSTRACT
This application note helps developers understand the proper way to go to sleep using the Wait For
Interrupt (WFI) instruction in an ARMv7-M or ARMv6-M application, particularly when using the
SimpleLink™ MSP432™ microcontrollers. If System Control Register (SCR) bits are not set in a particular
order and a Data Synchronization Barrier (DSB) is not executed to flush the data memory transfer
pipeline, the device can potentially behave in an unexpected manner if the SCR access side effects are
potentially needed immediately after being set.
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Introduction
ARMv6-M and ARMv7-M architectures provide memory barrier instructions that are used to ensure the
synchronization of events by an ARM® Cortex®-M microcontroller. One of the specific memory barrier
instructions used is the Data Synchronization Barrier (DSB) that is used to ensure that all explicit data
memory transfers before the DSB instruction are completed before any instruction after the DSB is
executed [1].
When not using the DSB instruction, a developer that has manipulated SLEEPDEEP or SLEEPONEXIT
bits in the System Control Register (SCR) and then tries to immediately go to sleep by executing the Wait
For Interrupt (WFI) and an interrupt occurs, unexpected behavior can occur.
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Examples
This section describes scenarios that can potentially showcase the unexpected behavior and the
appropriate way to correct them. The following examples show correct and incorrect coding to access the
SCR register, set bits, and use the DSB before going to sleep.
Scenario A (Not Recommended)
SCB->SCR |= SCB_SCR_SLEEPDEEP_Msk;
SCB->SCR |= SCB_SCR_SLEEPONEXIT_Msk;
__WFI();
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// Set SLEEPDEEP
// Set SLEEPONEXIT
// Go to sleep
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Scenario B (Not Recommended)
SCB->SCR |= SCB_SCR_SLEEPONEXIT_Msk;
SCB->SCR |= SCB_SCR_SLEEPDEEP_Msk;
__DSB();
__WFI();

//
//
//
//

Set SLEEPONEXIT
Set SLEEPDEEP
Flushes pipeline before sleep
Go to sleep

//
//
//
//
//

Set SLEEPDEEP
Set SLEEPONEXIT
Ensures SLEEPONEXIT is set
immediately before sleep
Go to sleep

Scenario C (Recommended)
SCB->SCR |= SCB_SCR_SLEEPDEEP_Msk;
SCB->SCR |= SCB_SCR_SLEEPONEXIT_Msk;
__DSB();
__WFI();

In Scenario A, two SCR accesses occur, in which the SLEEPDEEP and the SLEEPONEXIT masks are
set before going to sleep. However, in this scenario, if the WFI instruction executes before the data
memory transfers that contain the access to the SCR registers are completed, the device may go to sleep
without having set the appropriate masks. This can cause unexpected behavior. The solution is to use the
Data Synchronization Barrier (DSB) instruction that ensures the instructions before the DSB instruction are
completed.
In Scenario B, the DSB is executed to ensure all the explicit data memory transfers have been completed
before executing the WFI. However, this is still not correct and is susceptible to the unexpected behavior
described in Scenario A. In Scenario B, The SLEEPDEEP mask is set after setting the SLEEPONEXIT
mask, but if an interrupt occurs between the two SCR accesses, the processor enters SLEEP mode upon
leaving the interrupt, but it might not be the SLEEPDEEP mode the developer wished.
In Scenario C, both of these issues are resolved. By ensuring the SLEEPDEEP mask is set before the
SLEEPONEXIT mask, and by using DSB to ensure all the explicit data memory transfers have been
completed before executing the WFI, the developer can be sure that the application cannot enter a corner
case of unpredictable behavior.
The following examples show correct and incorrect ways to access the System Control Register and
manage the sleep power management settings to ensure that unpredictable behavior does not occur
during an interrupt service routine (ISR). In Scenario D, if the SLEEPONEXIT mask is disabled at the end
of an ISR, there is a chance that the device might not receive the command before exiting the ISR, and
the device might actually go to sleep after exiting. To ensure that this does not happen, ARM
documentation recommends that you execute a DSB after accessing the SCR register to ensure that the
mask has been properly set, which ensures the behavior of the code. [1]
Scenario D (Not Recommended)
void eUSCI_ISR_Handler(void)
{
...
SCB->SCR &= ~SCB_SCR_SLEEPONEXIT_Msk;
}

// Disable SLEEPONEXIT

Scenario E (Recommended)
void eUSCI_ISR_Handler(void)
{
...
SCB->SCR &= ~SCB_SCR_SLEEPONEXIT_Msk;
__DSB();

// Disable SLEEPONEXIT
// Ensures SLEEPONEXIT is set
// immediately before exiting ISR

}

Another good practice to ensure the predictability of the device is to ensure that the SLEEPONEXIT mask
is set at the end of the initialization stage. This setting ensures the device does not enter sleep if an
interrupt occurs during the middle of the initialization stage. [2]
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Conclusion
In conclusion, use the Data Synchronization Barrier to ensure that all data in the pipeline has been flushed
and executed before executing a WFI after accessing the SCR. For more information, see the
documentation in Section 4.
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